ANIMAL MORALITY: Was it Naturally Evolved or Supernaturally Designed?
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MORALITY

ANIMAL MORALITY

YES! Many think, feel, trust, love, & choose to help others even at their own expense.

Naturally Evolved

or

MACROEVOLUTION

INTELLIGENT DESIGN
Originally Reflecting His Image in the Beginning
Good Shepherd Creator’s Character
TOP-DOWN

Mystery-Mechanisms (M-M)
Self-Deification by
selfish survival & suffering

BOTTOM-UP?

Human-like
M-M?
Ape-like
M-M?
Monkey-like
M-M?
Mouse-like
M-M?
Microbe-like
M-M?
Molecules made life
M-M?

Supernaturally Designed?

EVOLVED?
Friedrich Nietzsche
Atheist Evolutionist

“You have your way,
I have my way. As
for the right way, it
does not exist.”
Michael Ruse PhD
Atheist Evolutionist

“Morality is just an
aid to survival and
reproduction...and
any deeper meaning
is illusory….”
“Evolutionary Theory &
Christian Ethics,” in
Darwinian Paradigm

Robert Wright

Agnostic evolutionist

Molecules

NOTHING EXPLODED?
M&M’s: Mystery Mechanisms?
(Belief in unknown M&M’s that
had to violate science laws for
these changes?)
Sacrificing OTHERS for the
DESIRES of SELF

Common Amoral ANCESTOR
Romans 1:16-32

Microbes Mice Monkeys

Man/Woman

Information always comes from an Intelligence,
never from natural chemical reactions alone.
Coded DNA Bio-Info must have come from a Programmer
Sacrificing SELF for the NEEDS of OTHERS
“ask the ANIMALS, and they will TEACH you;
… that the hand of the LORD [YHWH – I AM] has done this,
In whose hand is the SOUL of every living [animal] SOUL,
And the breath of all mankind? … Job 12:7-10
“GOD reveals His special KIND of LOVE in that,
while we were SINNERS [rebels] CHRIST DIED FOR US.” Romans 5:8

Common Moral DESIGNER

Ecclesiastes 3:18-21; James 1:12-18

Every observed example in nature shows that coded INFORMATION always comes from an INTELLIGENT mind. So, genetic bioinfo and morality logically came from a mind that preceded nature. In contrast, if morality evolved up from animal ancestors,
then macroevolutionists should be able to show at least five natural MECHANISMS at 5 stages of major change over time from
nothing to microbes to man and morality. But, the theory is unable to demonstrate these mystery mechanisms necessary for
morality to have evolved. The five stages of change over time that require blind faith in unknown mystery mechanisms are:
MIND?
- mystery mechanism for the generation of conscious minds that make up differing MORALITIES?
REPAIR?
- mystery mechanism that repaired genetic entropy (mutation MELTDOWN) along the way up?
DIVERSITY?
- mystery mechanism for new coded bio-info for animal diversity WITHOUT a programmer
LIFE?
- mystery mechanism for the first bio-info/DNA/life genome from NON-living chemicals
STUFF?
- mystery mechanism for stuff/matter-energy from NOTHING
(SoulCare.ORG for a detailed explanation of these mystery mechanisms of macroevolution. See also GENETIC ENTROPY Dr. Sanford of Cornell).

MACROEVOLUTION has an even greater “ethical” problem. If there is NO objective, universal standard for right or wrong, then
evolved “morality” would merely be a survival mechanism. Therefore, if any belief and behavior helps an individual animal or
population survive to pass on genes, then it should be accepted as relatively “moral”. That would include male animals killing a
rival male’s offspring, so he could breed with their mother and produce his own offspring. Polygamy would be relatively
“moral”, allowing a male to pass on more of his genes through many women. Some evo-professors justify adultery as natural
on this basis.
JESUS, who claimed to be God incarnate, proved on the cross that the Creator’s Way is pure self-sacrificing LOVE, not survival of
the fittest. The Bible is His-story progressively revealed across History, from creation through sin & separation, to the centrality
of the cross, and culminating in a New Creation – where the wolf and lion will lay down with the lamb.
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“Sensual pleasures
are the whip natural
selection uses to
control us, to keep
us in the thrall of its
warped values
system.” The Moral
Animal: Why We Are
the Way We Are: New
Science of Evolutionary
Psychology

DESIGNED!

Michael Egnor PhD

Intel. Design theorist.
Prof. Neuro- Pediatrics
Stony Brook Univ.

If moral law is not
God-given law, but
rather human
opinion, who is to
decide what law
shall be binding on
humanity? The
answer is: those
with power will
decide, and do
decide, in our
secular world.

http://www.evolutionnews
.org/2015/10/sam_harris_
gets100241.html

JESUS, the Good
Shepherd Creator
incarnate, as
Christ Savior of
all nephesh
creatures: “A new
command I give
you: LOVE one
another. As I have
loved you, so you
must love one
another.” John
13:34.

